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INDIAN LANGUAGES OF THE PACIFIC STATES

AND TERRITORIES.

A FEW decenniums of research in our nevly acqired Western
dominions have acquainted us with the singular fact that clusters
of very numerous, and for the larger part narrowly circumscribed

areas of languages exist in these vast and remote regiorns.- In Califor-
nia, and north of it, one stock of language is generally represented by
several, sometimes by a large number of dialects and. sub-dialects; but
there are instances, as in Shasta and in Klamath, where a stock is repre-
sented by one idiom only, which never had diverged into dialects, or the
sub-dialects of which have become extinct in the course of time. Although
certain resemblances between them may be traced in their pho-
nological and morphological character, they are totally distinct in
their radicals, and by this criterion we are enabled to attempt their
classification by stocks or families. Anv other than a genealogical classi-
fication is at present impossible, for we do not possess even the most
.necessary grammatical data for the majority of the languages spoken
along the Pacific coast.

For the Western languages, a those of the great Interior Basin, our
main sources of information are and will be for many years to come)
vocabularies of one hundred two hundred terms each. Those
obtained and published frequentl bear thé stamp of dilettantisn, some-
times that of profound ignoran of linguistic science on the part of
word-collectors, who wholly un errated the great difficulty o taking
down a set of disconnected w rds in a totally unknown and pho-
netically unwieldy idiom. Th e word-gatherers would habe fared
much better, ancd collected more liable material, if they had taken short
sentences of popular import or te, ts containing.no abstract ideas. For
an Indian is not accustomed tôl think of terms incoherent, or words
disconnected frobm others, or of a tract ideas, but uses his words merely
as integral parts of -a whole senten e, or in connection with others. This


